Embrace Business in Japan!

Keihanna Global Acceleration Program Plus

KGAP+

- Launched in 2019 by ATR that boosts an ecosystem in Keihanna Science City, Kyoto, Japan as one of the core institutes in the science city.
- Focus on PoC or pilot testing with major companies in Japan by utilizing the PoC-friendly feature of the Keihanna Science City, as well as expanding business overseas, that is, Japan to abroad or landing Japan from abroad
- Supported 35 companies from 7 countries
- 14 out of 19 companies in Batch 1 & 2 succeeded a PoC / pilot test or secured a partner
- 43 professionals from 9 countries engaged as mentor, coordinator and management
- Partnered key organizations in worldwide innovation ecosystems: JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization), Barcelona Activa, Israel Innovation Authority, Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator in NYC, The National Research Council of Canada, Confederation of Indian Industry, as well as embassies of those countries

BATCH 4 - Nov 2020 to Feb 2021

KICKOFF - Nov. 10 to 20
• Intensive mentoring
• Mentor seminars

WORK TOWARD POC or PILOT TESTING
• B2B meetings
• Find partners
• PoC / pilot testing

DEMO DAY - Feb.
• Pitching at HACK OSAKA, one of the biggest startup event in Japan

SPECIAL BOOT-CAMP by ERA - Mar.
• Short-term program by NYC leading accelerator for topnotch pitching

PARTNERS

CONTACT
ATR - Business Development Office
Email: bdo-staff@atr.jp
https://www.atr.jp/